
The energy industry continues to be an enabling and necessary resource as organizations across

all  industries begin preparing for a new reality and recovery from the impact of COVID-19.

Energy CEOs now believe that  environmental 

and climatechange risks pose the greatest 

threat to their organization’s growth

Energy industry insights
2021 KPMG CEO Outlook – Global and France

Energy CEOs remain resilient and focused on long-term, sustainable growth,  

despite increased uncertainty.

French Energy CEOs are far more confident in the growth prospects for their companies over the next 3 
years (100%) than for the global economy. 
Growth expectations are much higher for the energy sector than for the global economy.

Climate Change 

remains top risk for 

Energy CEOs

especially in France

2021 CEO Outlook Survey – France Energy *

Growth prospects for the global economy Growth prospects for your companyGrowth prospects for the energy sector
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2021 CEO Outlook Survey – Global Energy *

*Sample – Global: 133, France: 9 

Company turnover > USD 500 million

2021 CEO Outlook Survey – France Energy

2021 CEO Outlook Survey – Global Energy

2021 CEO Outlook Survey – Global All Industries
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Global minimum tax rate and 

increased transparency on tax

contributions are Energy CEOs

concerns

Agree that ‘Urgent need of 

multilateral cooperation

on the global tax system’

Agree that ‘Global 

minimum tax rate is a 

significant concern to 

my organization’s goals 

on growth’

Agree that ‘There is an 

increased pressure for 

public reporting of our

global tax contributions’

77% 77%

71% 78%

73% 77%



Rather than waiting  

to be disrupted by  

competitors, my  

organization is  

actively disrupting  

the sector in which  

we operate

We see  

technological  

disruption as  

more of an  

opportunity  

than a threat

There remains a consistent appetite for  

strategic market activity and investmentin  

new growth opportunities.

of organizations  

have amoderate  

to high M&A  

appetite

Which of the following strategies will bemost  

important for achieving your organization’s  

growth objectives over the next 3years?

M&A Exploring third-party  

alliances

Organic growth

Energy leaders recognise the opportunity disruption  

brings

Technology and innovation key to unlocking long-term growth

French CEOs opinion even more in favour of innovative start-ups, tech and 

incubator program

M&A as a growth driver

Believe their  

organization’s digital  

and ESG strategic  

investments are  

inextricably linked

Plan to join industry  

collaborations to  

develop innovative  

tech

Plan tocollaborate  

with innovative  

start-ups

Plan to set up  

accelerator or  

incubator program

26%

31%

25%

33% 33%

11%
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Most Energy CEOs (Global: 46%, France: 67%) state their single biggest challenge is crafting their

ESG narrative in a compelling fashion and that this is most critical for keeping employees engaged.

Investing in digital training and 

upskilling to ensre employees’sills

remain future-focused

Planning to  

increase headcount

ESG a top operational priority  with a shift in concern to the ‘S’

The ‘war for talent’ emerges front and center as

top  operation priority over the next 3 years

Focusing on employee’s  

mental health and

well-being

2021 CEO Outlook Survey – France Energy2021 CEO Outlook Survey – Global Energy

‘Our  response to the pandemic has 

causedour  focus to shifttowards  the 

social component  of our ESG program’

Demand for  

increased reporting/  

transparency

IntegratedESG  

reporting is a 

top  priority

Struggle to  

articulate a compelling

ESG story

Want to lock in  

sustainability gains
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